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"For the first four centuries
ing action of Christ in His according to the nature, num1 am an advocate of the right to fight. It is basic Church."
ber and circumstances . . . This there is no record of this and
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the department of theology at the vows is itself an effective
tho greater the possibility and few final words'. Up to this will squeeze from the middle
Marquette University said here. sign of the wider Christian compoint everything might seem to and the other from the end and
enormity of sin." *
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Dr. Blake did not name the lence. The display of emotion degree of maturity before they
movement ho described but tells what words cannot express. marched down the middle aisle.
most observers concluded he
was talking about the ultraAt the very outset of mar- There was also something
fundamentalist American and riage it Is well that a couple r e about their temperaments so
International Councils of Chris- lax about conflict and learn that they had ho emotional
tian Churches, headed by Dr. how to deal with It construc- need for a scene to get someCarl Mclntyrc. For years Dr. tively. The battle of the tooth thing out of their system. They
have—scone—kind—of. built—inradar which gives them insights into the other's thinking
and feeling, plus a gentleness
that seems to work out solutions in such a way that there
never seemed to be a problem
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was educated there, receiving is nothing like a good old fasha vacation cruise to Venice.
his A-li. degree from the Uni- ioned fight when you are really
mad at your partner. I do not
Sinco 1944 he served a s di- versity of Dayton in 1931. Fol- know whether or not they
rector of the National Catholic lowing study a t St. Gregory throw things, but the language
Welfare Conference's Educa- Seminary in Cincinnati and at sparkles with poisonous gems.
tion Department and as execu- Mt. St. Mary of the West Sem- This couple has no guilt fecltive secretary of the National inary in Norwood, Ohio, he was iagSsrahoHt-r^th^ji—&ghj-Sr-=$faey
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Hochwalt did college teaching together. They are a lively pair
January 1.
and youth work in fhe Cincin- and enjoyable company.
As spokesman on educational nati area, serving as chaplain
At the nuptial Mass I tell
matters, Msgr. Hochwalt often of the Newman Club at the
testified at Congressional 1 and University of Cincinnati, as the couple, although it is an
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only couples who do not quar\keam\gii. H e
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candidates," he noted
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That Fellow is Leaving
(Continued from riger 1)
recorded in the Bible's Fourth
Book of Kings, chapter five.
Naamanthlnklng Catholics today can't get i t Into their heads
that God cm speak in everydaylanguage.
The "fellow" episode Followed efforts of U.S. Catholic biblical experts t o express Peter's
weaseling out of the tignt spot
he was i n when accused fcy bystanders at Christ's trial of
being a disciple.
"So he began to curse ancl
, swear, 'I don't even know that
fellow you are talking alout!"
is the controversial translation
from St Wart's gospel.
The translators had e v e n
—:thoughtjstiuiajg the word "guy"
but backed off from that as being too strong;.
It's crystal clear that Peter
wasn't using polite terms a t that
moment. No matter how you
translate the text it htas t o
come out saying he was cursing
and swearing, so "that fellow
•.Js quite mild after all,

\ns

M I'4* -

who-Tried his lrand-at translat-Ing ten years ago, soon discovered: "One notable feature of
the ancient languages is their
dearth of nouns and verbs, as
compared with the truly exuberant wealth of modern English. The result is that ancient
writers were often compelled to
strain their vocabulary and to
convey their meaning by an almost fatiguing repetition of the
same Greek or Latin word. On
the other hand, it is a distinct
trend in modern English to be
as specific as possible and vary
the expression."

Jesuit Father Francis J. McCool, recently in Rochester to
speaks at St. Bernard's Seminary to priests of the Diocese,
said the Bible eventually will be,
"the heart and center of Catholic theology ariti^picty." He
admitted the process will take
awhile.
"Minds a'nd attitudes do not
change in? a^ short space of
time," he said, but he thought
directives of the Vatican Council "will work as a leaven,
slowly and gradually helping to
form priests and people" in this
new biblical orientation.

T h e Protestant translator J.
B. Phillips of England said.
"Occasionally one Is driven into
what appears to be a paraphrase
simply because a literal translation of the Greek would prove
.• Another recent visitor—to
unintelligtbre,"
Rochester who spoke on curH e uses the "fellow" term — rent trends in this subject was
as d o (he King James version Passionist Father R i c h a r d
and the Revised. Standard ver- Kugelman who opened the Cension, including its Catholic edi- acle Convent's Wednesday evening series "Where in the
tion,
World Are We Going?"
Maybe what we should have
It Should be obvious even
is two kinds of translations —
one wrapped in grandeur and to those who aren't sure of the
direction we're going that the
another as blunt as can be.
pace is certainly accelerating.

POE&NT the original
6 r ^ text nttle the argument?
Whatever the decision may
Je«uUF>uier Jim«A. Kleist, Ibe refusing the current proj-

fSi<-

ect, it's .increasingly-ciear-thatCatholies are going to be hearing much more about the Bible
In the years ahead.
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